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Whack-A-Mole
The classic button-bashing race against time.
Teaches: 2D lists, iteration

60 mins

1. Purpose of the game
Each of the four LEDs represents a mole. The player
attempts to press the corresponding button before the
light goes out and a different one comes on.
The game gets faster on each turn. Will you be able
to whack all ten moles in time?

2. Component list
In addition to your Raspberry Pi and breadboard,
this project requires the following:
4 x momentary push switch (preferably
with red, yellow, green and blue caps)

4 x LEDs

8 x 220 ohm resistors (red, red, brown)

10 x jumpers

3. Build the circuit

This circuit is exactly the same
as for Worksheet 4 “Simon”
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4. The code
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# Import libraries
import RPi.GPIO as GPIO
import random
from time import sleep
# Hide warnings.
GPIO.setwarnings(False)
# Use BCM pin numbering
GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM)
## Set up variables ##
# Use a list to store the pins used by the buttons
# Because we need to compare the button pressed to
the LED number, we are going to store everything
in a 2D list. The first value will be the LED pin.
The second will be the BUTTON pin.
pins = [
[11, 18], # Red LED, Red button
[9, 15], # Yellow LED, Yellow button
[7, 14], # Green LED, Green button
[8, 4] # Blue LED, Blue button
]

16.
17.
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22.
23. ## Initialise LED and button pins ##
24.
25. # Iterate through the list of LED pins and set up
each one
26. for i in range(4):
27.
GPIO.setup(pins[i][0], GPIO.OUT)

28.
29. # Iterate through the list of button pins and set

up each one
30. for i in range(4):
31.
GPIO.setup(pins[i][1], GPIO.IN,
		 pull_up_down = GPIO.PUD_DOWN)

32.
33. # Run forever
34. while True:
35.
36.
# Reset the score
37.
score = 0
38.
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74.

# Set the speed to 12 (1.2 seconds)
speed = 12
# Set number of goes per game
runTimes = 10
# Play the game
for molePopup in range(runTimes):
# Choose a random LED
randomNumber = random.randint(0, 3)
# Light the LED
GPIO.output(pins[randomNumber][0],
GPIO.HIGH)
# Light the LED for (0.1 * speed) seconds
for i in range(speed):
# Check if the correct button is
pressed
if GPIO.input(pins[randomNumber][1])
== True:
# Increase score and turn off LED
score = score + 1
GPIO.output(pins[randomNumber][0],
GPIO.LOW)
break
sleep(0.1)
# Turn off the LED
GPIO.output(pins[randomNumber][0],
GPIO.LOW)
# Increase the speed by reducing the
number of times the button is checked
for a press
speed = speed - 1
print(“Game over. You scored “, score,
“ out of “, runTimes)
input(“Press ENTER to replay”)

5. How does it work?
The LED pins are not consecutively numbered,
so they need to be stored in a list which
can be iterated-through (line 16).
The initial starting speed is set to 12 (line 40). This
value is used as the number of times the button
is checked for a press (line 46). On line 65, within
the same loop, sleep is set for 0.1 seconds. This

means that the loop takes 12 x 0.1 seconds to
run, which is 1.2 seconds when the light is on.
The value stored in speed is decreased as each
LED is powered-off, resulting in the each cycle
being 0.1 seconds shorter than the previous one.
A correct press (lines 58 - 63) increases the score by
one.

6. Ideas for extending the game
1. Add an external display for the score
2. Add sound effects, either using a buzzer or external speakers playing a sound file (e.g. an MP3)
3. Increase the number of LEDs and buttons

